Glorious is looking for an awesome

Technical Project Manager
Medior - Senior

Glorious Conversation Design
We are a service agency working for insight specialists in the market research
industry. We design, develop and manage online surveys for quantitative
research and provide smart tools to make the whole process from
questionnaire writing to reporting easier and faster for our clients. Glorious is
a mix of researchers, designers, developers and project managers.

Who are we looking for?
A technical project manager who will help us coordinate the operational part
of our international research projects. Your job starts when a questionnaire is
ready for programming and ends when the data is delivered to the internal
client.

More specifically...
You are familiar with (market) research and running fieldwork.
You are responsible for the operational part of our projects.
Work with consultants, designers and developers to create amazing,
interactive surveys
Manage external partners (for programming, translations, fieldwork).

What will you do?
Your basic programming/computer skills (at least some HTML
knowledge) allow you to make changes in projects that are run on our
research platform (Decipher).
Your strutured approach and strong feeling of responsibility results in
timely delievered projects.
Your flexibility welcomes changed plans, even late in the process.
You are able to prioritize and keep it cool in the heat of the moment.
You will be working on projects for big, international clients that will be
seen by thoughsands of people all around the globe.

We offer
A skilled and international team of designers, developers and project
managers.
An office in the centre of Amsterdam.
An opportunity to make a difference.
Weekly drinks at a local cafe, boating through the Amsterdam canals,
lunch together and a nice trip every once in a while.

Interested? Forward us your CV and tell us why you fit
the job.
Let us know if you have any questions,
Jori van den Bosch
jori.van.den.bosch@epiphany-rbc.com
www.glorious.agency
+31 6 45 180 164

